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Honold Contracts Logistics: Managing
Warehouse Logistics More Efficiently
with SAP® Software
With more than 1,250 employees in 22 locations around the
world, German company Honold Contracts Logistics GmbH
specializes in warehouse and transportation logistics. To manage
its warehouse logistics more effectively, it recently implemented
the SAP® Extended Warehouse Management application. Now it has
greater transparency into its warehouse processes, more efficient
billing, and greater flexibility to respond to market changes.
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Gaining more efficient supply chains

For optimal warehouse logistics management
Objectives
•• Implement the SAP® Extended Warehouse
Management (SAP EWM) application as the
company’s standard warehouse logistics IT system
•• Roll out the SAP EWM template to multiple customer
warehouses
•• Increase transparency and efficiency by connecting
the company’s customers to the software system
•• Enable speedy and efficient billing for the services
provided
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Why SAP
•• Ability to make maximum use of the standard
SAP EWM functions to minimize costs
•• Successful implementation of the SAP EWM
application at one location in just 10 weeks
•• Integration with the Westernacher Warehouse
Billing Solution for more efficient billing
•• Ability to connect with customer IT systems
at companies of varying sizes

Why partner
•• Industry experience combined with expertise
in SAP solutions for logistics service providers
•• Understanding of end-to-end supply chain logistics
•• Understanding of business processes and
experience with SAP EWM
•• Excellent references from customers using
SAP EWM
Benefits
•• Improved advance planning and use of resources
•• Greater transparency for optimal warehouse
logistics management
•• Simpler mapping of special processes

“SAP EWM offers state-of-the-art technology and fits in very neatly with
our strategic orientation. We always know where specific goods are, who
is doing what, and what the current work-in-process situation is.”
Dietmar Bacher, Head of SAP IT Systems, Honold Contracts Logistics GmbH
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Company
Honold Contracts Logistics
GmbH
Headquarters
Neu-Ulm, Germany
Industry
Transportation and logistics –
logistics service provider
Products and Services
Warehouse logistics, facility
management
Employees
1,250
Web Site
www.honold.net
Partner
Westernacher Consulting AG
www.westernacher.com

